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　　　Dwight　Bolinger's‘profHes'are　an　excellent　equipment　with　which　to　analyze

intonational materials， revealing subtle semantic differences accurately. VVe have been

trying to analyze the intonation of dialogue from the 1954 American movie ‘Sabrina' making

use of Bolinger's profiles.ln the previous issue of this memoirs we have examined utterance

(1)through utterance (16)of ‘Sabrina'，starting with the scene in which David Larrabee

meets an attractive young girlwithout recognizing her as Sabrina， who was waiting for her

father to pick her up at the Glen Cove train station as Sabrina's letter to her father read:

‘I'm taking the plane home on Friday， father.You needn't pick me up at the airport. I'n

just take the Long lsland Ranroad， and you can meet me at the train，the 4:15.Hunh，if

you'd have any difficultyrecognizing your daughter， l should be the most sophisticated

woman at the Glen Cove Station.'

　　　lnthe present paper， we wm begin with utterance (17)，which is uttered by David

Larrabee in response to Sabrina's calling her dog by the name ‘David'.

（17）David
Ｄａ

ＶＩ

ｄ？ ｌｓ　ｈｉｓ
ｎａｎｌｅ　Ｄａｖ１

ｄ？

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1

　　（18）Sabrina:　Yes’ it

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　S.

　　　The first sentence of utterance （17）is Profile CAC with an accent on ａz-.This is an

echo question， that is to say， David is calling for a confirmation that that was indeed the

name by which Sabrina caHed her dog. The extra emphasis in CAC by comparison with AC

suggests that David thinks that her utterance is incredulous,1 that is，he doubts if it is mere

coincidence that her dog was named David. This incredulity leads to David’s repeating his

question in the form of a fun question， which is the second sentence of utterance （17）ムjzis

gどz謂召刀az忌£pThis has three independent accents including the one on his which is usually

without an accent， and the whole sentence is B十Ｂ十B.

　　　Utterance（18）isA十Awith accents on y｡s and 2‘sand the first A is a jump down rather

than a glide down. Since a glide down is more emphatic than a jump down， the implicatjon

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　1－
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here is that Sabrina considers that it is a natural thing for her answer to be in the affirmative

and her μs does not neea to be more than routinely attentive.2 The second A is a glide down

and is higher pitched， so that the impHcation is that Sabrina insists that David note this fact.

（19）David:

（20）Sabrina:

Ｔｈａｔ'ｓ

ｆｕｎｎｙ

That　　ls

My

ｆｕｎｎｙ，

ｎａｎｌｅ　ｌｓＤａｖｉｄ

ＩＳ

ｎ７

　　ｔ

ｌｔ？

ｔｏ

　　ｏ

　　　The first sentence of utterance (19)has a C十C contour with a faning tangent to the

accented synables， and the general impression of restraint is increased.3 1n the second

sentenceof utterance (19)the syllables My ，Dal- and&]θΓeceive accents to form an A十Ｃ十

A contour. The C profile in the middle contains a politely repressed reprimand,4 and is more

subdued than an A,5 and there is not so much need to inform.6 Utterance (20)has the contour

B十Ａ十A，with accents on 77&zljs，and js－. The accent on fs is what Henry Sweet calls

‘distributed stress.'Bolinger brings our attention to it quoting Sweet: “This formal word js

has little meaning in itself， and is therefore incapable of independent emphasis. Hence a

strong stress on the word is felt to be equivalent to emphasizing the whole sentence."7 ln

BOHnger's terms， this is‘an accent of power' or‘an accent for affirmation' concerning which

Bolinger says as follows:

　　　　　XVhen we are emphatic in our utterance it is usually to insist that what we say be

　　　　　accepted，and if what we say is intended to inform， this means， indirectly，that the

　　　　　information be regarded as lyza?. An accent of power therefore is in the particular

　　　　　case quite often an accent that affirms.8

（21）David:　　Are

ｙｏｕ

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　SI（22）S2bri°:　po　　ti

uh

Ｖ
　ｅ

sure　you　don’t　wanna’tell　meyour

Fm

having

ｍｕｃｈ

ｔｏｏ ｍｕｃｈ　ｆｕ

　　　　　　　　ｎ

ｎａｎｌ
ｅ？

　　　Utterance(21)may be analyzed as consisting of a B十Ｂ十Ｂ十B contour withaccents on

j･Qz4，s2びg，なIZ，and M,lz謂,2.This succession of B's is usual with fairly long general questions，

and when several B's occur in succession there often occurs a‘dropback' at the start of a new

B.BOlinger says as fonows:

　　　　　Successions of B profiles are common， especiany on questions， and as the principal

　　　　　motion is in a single diredion － up 一some accommodation in the form of a

　　　　　dropback is often necessary. So in

２



ls there

ａｎｙ ｒｅａｓｏｎ 　　　　p6se　they w
to sup

０１？

Ｍ(皿(淑sげＢゆ卸Ｕ竃四回雨，j8(Dり7)

(Ｂ十Ｂ十B)

　　　　　no additional height need be gained in the second B on s噸加泥，but the third B on

　　　　　�//carries the motion up.9

　　Bolinger defines ‘dropback’ as‘a lowering of pitch onone or Tnore unaccented syllables，

serving to reset a following higher pitch.’l°ln this particular utterance of David， there are

two dropbacks， one on �2，and another on yθz4γ.

　　The first sentence of utterance （22）is a CA profile， with an accent on ?∂s－.Concerning

the use of Profile CA Bolinger says ‘itis a sort of intensification of A， common in emphatic

discourse，e.9.in exclamations， vocatives，etc.’11 1n the second sentence of utterance （22）

/j削&2z冶耀別z4一助∂別縦ij謂，there are three A’s with accents on 7 ，the first 謂誂;jz，and

j創.The first A and the last A make what BOlinger calls the‘the hat pattern’/a shape and

an organizational base for the majority of welトexecuted longer utterances’. 12 As is often the

case with an utterance with the hat pattern， the initial A may be for the sake of‘an accent

of power,’that is to say， the accent on 7 cannot be there because of any special focus on the

person，but is there for the sake of the utterance as a whole.13 The speakers are free to add

more accents or even to put the “more important” accent to the hat pattern which is typicaHy

a double-accent pattern with the initial accent toward the beginning （left）and the final

accent toward the end （right）of the sentence.14 1n this utterance of Sabrina the main accent

is clearly in the middle， as is seen by the higher pitch of the second A on the first ms涌，as

this reflects the speaker’s most intense feeling.

巾）David: A11

（24）Sabrina:

have

ｒｉｇｈｔ

ｙｏｕ

Ｍｏｓｔ

　　　　　　　　　　　　games‾
lf you want to play

always livedhere on　L o n g lsland？

of

uh

ｍｙ
ｌｉｆｅ

　　Utterance（23）begins with ぶ/吸血Z.This is Profile B with an accent on 吸血zwhichis

pronounced with a rising terminal. Concerning the expression ｄ吻htBolinger says as

fonows:

　　　　　As Jones（1956:§106915）points out。2ZZ r4μ･lis generally pronounced with a rising

　　　　　terminal，and when it is not，“it may have the effect of a threat.”More precisely，

　　　　　when�1吻μzl is given an A or an AC profile （an AC， of course， has terminal rise，

　　　　　so it is the assertiveness of the A part that seems to be crucial），it is grudging or

　　　　　defiant.Part of the semantic properties oｌｄ吻ht， which basicaHy refer to

　　　　　acquiescense or approval， is a kind of hedge， which is softened with a C profile but

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－3－
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　　　　　intensified with an A.16

Giving an example whidl is similar to utterance （23）incontext，Bolinger says further that

in this context a C － or a B － is normal ｡17

　　　The second part of utterance （23）is similar to utterance （21）in that four B’s are used

in succession. ln utterance （23）the synables卯,ss，知z｡�-，and£∂,W recieve an accent

with a dropback on ん2z沼and�2｡

　　　1n utterance （24）Sabrina uses an A 十C contour with accents on y1＆sl and 1涵．Here

Sabrina shows reassuring approval of David’s speculation that she may have always lived on

Long lsland.18 ‘Profile C can be used， as A is，to bring in new information， but usually not

αs new information.’19 This means that she has always lived on Long lsland just as he hinted

at it in his question to her.

（25）David:

（26）Sabrina

I

　could have

　l could have

ＳＩＶＯ

　　　　ｒｎ ｌ ｋｎｅｗ

ＳＷ

Ｏ「
　　ｎ

every pretty girl

on the

North Sho

　　　　　　　re

that.

you took in　more territory than

　　　Utterance(25)is basically another hat pattern with two extra A's added to the typical

‘unmarked' double-accent pattern of two A's， so that there are four A's in total that make

up this utterance. The four accented words for the four A's are 7 ，sg∂四，gf?･1，and SjzQ陀.

The leftmost and the rightmost A's are there largely for the sake of the shape and the

assertive power of the utterance,2o and the two middle A's are for words in which the speaker

shows separate interests， introducing a new entity into the discourse ｡21 There are some

B's in this utterance as wen. The B's are used for unity in the phrases ggりリ･９脚ぶ‘rj and

yQ,j2 SZzθ,�.The syllables gむ召-，か㎡-for the first phrase and the syllable 7Vi],仙for the

second phrase are accented for Profile B's.The resultant shape of this utterance as awhole

then is an A十Ａ十Ｂ十Ｂ十Ａ十Ｂ十A contour.

　　　Utterance(26)may be analyzed as an A 十Ｂ十Ａ十B contour with accents on szg四，

別∂ｇ，ぬ?y-，andt沁zt，respectively.This utterance begins with 7 £∂z＆丿&2z尼infalsett0. 0ne

use of falsetto is related with being in‘despair' or being ‘out of control',22 but this use of

falsetto does not apply to utterance (26).Falsetto has another side. lt carries a nuance of

sweetness.23 Together with 油αlat the end of the utterance， which is also fairly high pitched

nearly approaching falsetto， this utterance conveys ‘sweetly cordial disagreement',24 to

utterance(25)of David. The B profile on 必zl at the end of utterance (26)，aside from

conveying sweetly cordial disagreement by being in the neighborhood of falsetto， gives

　“implications of‘alert' － the hearer is left in suspense and advised to take heed."25 By

using a terminal B profile， Sabrina hints that she knows the fact that David knew girls in a

larger area than he claims to and makes him aware of this fact with pungency｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－4－



（27）David:
This is　maddenin　l

　　　　　　　　　　　g・

Let me

Ｓｅｅ

your

ｐｒｏ

Ｉ

ｋｎｏ

　　　Ｗ

Ｆｖｅ

ｆｉｌｅ　ａｇａｉ

　　　　　　　ｎ

訂四回yいｿﾞ/貼/やyび�ｎ５価，38(D97)

Ｓｅｅｎ

Ｉ

that

ｆａｃｅ

　　　　－tJbe　　re

ｋｎ

　　ｏｗ　ｌ　ｋｎｏｗ

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　fa

l have a feeling　l've　seen　you‾with your　t h e
r

Wait
ａ ｍｍｕｔｅ

ls　your

father Admiral　Starratt ？

ｙｏ

　　Ｕ

　　The first five sentences of　utterance (27)are each a succession of severa1 A's exclusive-

ly.The accented synables are 7･js and 別ど�－for the first sentence; ゐＭ∂加，s配j2，jza?，and

こかn?for the second sentence; s,29，か7J－and -ぷ12179for the third sentence; ゐM∂z£,andゐ7z∂gfor

the fourth sentence; &zzﾉg，yk/-，sga2 and函一for the fifth sentence.The sixth sentence is

a single Profne A with an accent on l4/92fl｡

　　Accents may be given to impress the hearer with the importance of the entire message，

or they may be given to separate words that the speaker has keen interest in.“The degree

of interest is carried by the degree of prominence."26 XVe see that the two A's in the fourth

sentenceゐMθzむandゐｓ∂扨are given an accent of interest being the center of attention where

the speaker is most interested in. The first ゐM∂zむbeing equivalent to α別szjn?in meaning is

given a higher pitch than the second 1M∂z4Jwhich is more redundant｡

　　The seventh sentence in utterance (27)is a question and　has a different contour from

the previous six sentences with A's. This is a C 十Ｃ十C contour with accents on面-，ﾒ1j-

and S&zγ－.The use of C's rather than B's suggests that David has calmed down now or is

trying to calm himself down as he thinks he could finally identify her father. At the same

time the tangent to the accented syllables of C's in this utterance seems to be slightly down，

and this falling slope suggests that David is relatjvely confident. 27

（28）Sabrina: H2げｄ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｌｙ

　　Utterance（28）is a CA profilewith an accent on Hayd-.CA “is a sort of intensification

of A， common in emphatic discourse.”28

(29)David:　lt's

　　　　　　　　　oh，

fun
　　ny　l keep

come on，give

see　　　　　　　unif
　　ing him in　　　o r

m

　　　　ｈｉｎ
ｕｓ　ａ ｔ

５

What

　　　　　　fadoes your　ther do-o 9
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(30)Sabrina:　He's in

transpor

tati
Ｏｎ

　　Utterance（29）is again a succession of A’s. The accents are on j謂－，sa－，and z4- for

the first sentence; g削i? ，がzJg and hhltlor the second sentence； W7z�，函-and j∂for the third

sentence.The unaccented syHable Oゐwhich precedes the accented synable Ea謂g for the first

A of the second sentence， approaches the accent from above （a higher pitch），and the

unaccented syllable θj2which follows the accented synable is uttered with a downglide rather

than a skip down. The glide appears to add the meaning ‘Don’t keep me in suspense;29 te11

me right now,’here in this utterance.

　　Utterance（30）may be analyzed as a B 十A contour with accents on l,7z,2s－andか9r－.

Giving a similar example BOlinger says as follows:

　　　　　Earlier（p.52）we saw that utterances whose main constituent is a single polysyllabic

　　　　　word are often matched to the hat pattern in such a way that the word carries both

　　　　　accents of the pattern. VVhen this happens， since the item in question is a unit word

　　　　　whose halves are naturany in tight association with each other， the first of the two

　　　　　accents is apt to be carried on a B profile:

lt's an

interferom

eter

30

　　There is a difference between this sentence and utterance （30）with regard to the relative

height of the B profile. This sentence is a B十Awhile utterance （30）isaB十Å.The two

instances of B十A may have “different implications of mood due to the relative height of the

accent”，but “it is not relevant to the tying-in effect， which remains the same whether the

B is higher than the following A or lower.”31

　　Referring to the different implications of mood due to the relative height of the accent

in twoor rnore successive profiles in general， Bolinger gives a comparison of three instances

in which the tangent to the peaks is （1）falling，（2）level，and（3）rising; and states as

follows:

　　　　　The greater “keyed up” effect of（3）is apparent; （1）is less exercised， more inclined

　　　　　to dismiss the matter. The accents do not necessarily pick out separate words.

　　　　　They may‥.fan on the secondary and primary stresses of a single word. The

　　　　　power play is the same. 32

　　Likewise utterance （30）could have the fonowing three variations due to relative height

of B and A， although（1）is the form actually used in this utterance:

け）He’s in

trinspor

　　　　　　tatio　　（2）He’s in
　　　　　　　　　　n.
　　（B十Å）

transpor tat

　　　(B十Ａ)

６

on.（3）He’s in
　　　　　tatranspor　tion

　　　(B＋Å)



　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　j蜷削必'.sげ召ゆ卸IL7｡＆g�砂,おり刻印

The double accenting of these forms gives power to the utterance as a whole in the same

way. lt impresses the hearer with the importance of the entire message｡

　　AIl these three forms of B十A can be contrasted with a single A or two A's. The former

is used for less emphasis， and the latter， for more emphasis than the three forms of B十A.

Bolinger says “Onecanalso，for less emphasis， have asingle A， or for more， two A's."33

The utterance， then，would look like these:

He's in transportitio

　　　　　　　　　　　　　n

　　　　　　(single A)

Ｈｅ'ｓ ｉｎ

trans　　tji

　　　　por

(Ａ十Ａ)

ａ
ｌ

ｔ

Ｏ
　ｎ

ln utterance（31）we see this use of a single A. Here David is repeating the word given by

Sabrina，trying to remember what exactly her father does for work. Apparently there is no

need of giving power to this word by the double accent. An A wm suffice. Along with this，

the speaker decreases loudness （volume）and the pitch stays low throughout the word， to

reduce prominence on the whole.

（31）David:

Transportat

（32）S油匝13:　Noo

Ｏｎ

Ｒａｉｌｒ　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｃｅ

　　　　ｏａｄ

ｓ！　　

Ｎｅｗ Ｙｏｒｋ
ｎｔｒａｌ

　　While the first sentence of utterance （31）is thus less emphasized， the second and third

sentences have A’s with much higher pitched accents， on ji?zzj/-and Ce?1-， respectively.SO

we may think of the first A as 法g。a＆，and the second as 油－�必（the third A is also

油az必ごas it is a restatement of the second）when considered in the total of utterance （31），

which resembles “a conversational dyad in which one person asks a questionand another

answers it”34 and which is considered to be the organizationa】base for the hat pattern.35

The internal structure of jWz心1句遥Cazly�，since it is a noun phrase with a high degree of

fusion，may well be a B 十A，with an accent on jVaむcarried on the B profile.Utterance

（32）is a C profile which is used in “gently contradicting someone,”36 that someone being

David.

（33）David:

Ｐｌ

ａｎ

ｅｓ

Ｔ‾Ｗ‾Ａ‾Ａ

Ａ

　Utterance(33)has the same rhematic nature that we saw in utterance (31)，the accents for

the B十A part of the utterance fallingon 万一and /1-.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－7－
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（34）Sabrina:　N
o o

（35）David

（36）Sabrina:

Ｂｏａ

　　　ｔｓ！

Ｈｍ-ｍ，

United States

ｎＯ－Ｏ

Ｌｉｎｅ

　　　Ｓ

　　　Utterance（35）also has the same rhematic status as（31）and（33），with accents for the

B十A part faning on �1-and S&2なs.Sabrina’s reactions to （31），（33），and（35）are a11

7Vys，but different profiles are used. ln（32）it was a C profile. Utterance（34）has a rising

terminal just as（32），but this time it is a B prome since the accented syllable begins “at

a fairly high pitch.”37 1t shows that the speaker is more keyed-up than the first time since

she cannot stay calm after David fails to make a correct guess a second time. Utterance（36）

has an unstressed synable 仔細preceding the accented synable j2θ.The unstressed syHable

being at a higher pitch unmistakenly defines the profile as C.But this C is somewhat

different from the C of utterance （32），which had a rising terminal. The C in utterance （36）

is flat and prolonged. lt is a prolonged monotone. The monotone or flatness suggests that

this is a flat denial， although the general implication of restraint and courtesy of C is sti11

present.And probably the same feeling oPunsettledness’ in the sense that David has not been

able to guess correctly yet， which was brought about by the higher pitch in （34）is brought

about in （36）by the prolongation of the syllable since either way we may increase the

promlnence｡
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